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onscientiousness, and the responsibility of the individual
maintains the race. Just as there grows no herb which can
:eep away death, so there exists no simple means which
an make a hard thing, as life assuredly is, an easy matter.
Ne can only overcome the force of gravity by a corre-
ponding application of energy. Thus the solution of the
ove-problem challenges the whole of a man. Satisfactory
solutions are found only, when a totality is given to the work*
Everything else is only patch-work and in the long run
inserviceable. Free love would only be thinkable if every-
man achieved morally his maximum accomplishment. But
the idea of free love is not invented for this end, but in order
to make what is difficult appear easy, To love belong the
depth and loyalty of feeling, without which love is not love
but mere caprice. True love will always engage in lasting,
responsible ties, It needs freedom only for the choice,
but not for its accomplishment. Every true, deep love is
a sacrifice. A man sacrifices his possibilities, or, to put it
better, the illusion of his possibilities. If this sacrifice is
not made his illusions hinder the realization of the deep
and responsible feeling, and accordingly the possibility of
experiencing real love is also denied him.
Love has more thdn one element in common with religious
conviction; it demands an unconditioned attitude and it
expects complete surrender. Only that believer who yields
himself wholly to his god partakes in the manifestation of
divine grace. Similarly, love reveals its highest mysteries
and wonder only to him who is capable of unconditioned
surrender and loyalty of feeling, Because this is so hard,
few indeed of mortal men can boast of achieving it. But
just because the most devoted and truest love is also the most
beautiful let no man seek that which could make love easy.
He is a sorry knight of his lady who recoils from the difficulty
of love. Love is like God: both give themselves only to
their bravest knights.
In much the same terms must trial-mamage be criticized.

